COMMENCEMENT OF ADIS, BRANCH 1

“Thank you would be a least expression to be grateful for all the efforts and pains you all have taken to make second shift possible and further to transform it in the Al Wathba Branch. On behalf of the Indian Community and all parents I thank each one of you involved in these developments and course of action” - Parent

CRAFT BAZAAR

“I would like to congratulate the students the staff and all the people behind its success. I felt very proud on seeing the beautifully decorated stall run for a whole day. I was really confused what to buy because every item was appealing and useful at the same time. I came out with many items in hand and some found a place immediately in my home. I hope to see more of these fairs in the coming years.” - Parent

INNOVATION WEEK

“It was wonderful to see students of all grades equally participating and especially the primary grades…”

“I just simply cannot forget the enthusiasm and the energy levels displayed in taking us on a tour to their fantasy land on rockets to the cake houses etc…”

“All the students were polite, eager and enthusiastic to explain about their models to everyone and anyone. The models were very informative. I also got to learn a few technical terminology at the medical innovations displayed and could see a new perspective to some known concepts also”

“The fun part was at the Maths Innovation area. It put us to test. Me and my husband were racking our brains to solve some problems they put forth. I could see happiness on their faces when we couldn’t solve them. They were proud to know the answer. It boosted their positions. But the best part was they could explain with lots of patience (which we sometimes lack) where we went wrong and what was the correct answer.” - Parent

APPRECIATION FOR TEACHERS & COUNSELLOR

“We have received the marks of the SAI examinations held recently…..The marks scored in this exam shows the efforts and amount of inter-personal attention given to my son. We extend our warm and sincere thanks for the care and nourishment you and your staff are offering to my son.”

“Studying at Abu Dhabi Indian School, Branch 1, Al Wathba is really a good step we as parents have taken. He is lucky to have a polite counsellor with excellent planning and coordination among the teachers and children. It is because of the team efforts, I can see certain appreciable changes in my son’s behaviour”

“We would like to praise you and the teachers for your full efforts and support towards the children. Keep up the same enthusiasm throughout the year. You are doing a fantastic job!!!” - Parent

APPRECIATION CORNER

CBSE SPORTS MEET 2015

“Good to know that the Chess team of Abu Dhabi Indian School, Branch 1 have qualified for the National level of the CBSE Cluster Sports Meet. Many Congratulations.

I am sure that they will shine in the National Level, CBSE Cluster Chess Meet and do us proud” - Hon. Chairman, Dr B.R. Shetty (Padmashree Recipient)